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Background

"The Interconnected World" assumes interconnected understandings of language use and cultural settings. Teaching American Literature in
China ten years ago and in Macedonia recently as a Fulbright lecturer, I have worked to incorporate cross-cultural perspectives on American
Literature while offering students insights on the American cultural and historical contexts of its production. Further, I have seen literature
classes as workshops in improving language skills by syllabus development that involves speaking and writing as well as reading and
listening.
Discussions Questions

•

How can the historical and cultural groundings of American authors be conveyed by American faculty?

•

How can "readings" in other cultural/historical contexts be included in critical discussions?

•

How can the four linquistic skill sets: reading, writing, listening, and speaking in English be engaged and developed while literature is
the focus?

•

How does one develop an appropriate syllabus within, for instance, the Bologna Process in a European setting?

•

How much should one expect of assistance and coaching from faculty within the assigned university in order to have maximum
impact on students?

